Color Pop

Adding bright hues without losing realism
with Chad Thomas

by Melissa LeGates

For Chad Thomas, black is not just black—
nor white just white for that matter. Both hues
contain vivid blues, reds, and purples, which
he loves to incorporate undiluted into unlikely
places like animal fur or skin.
Yet somehow, even though the viewer’s mind screams
that color shouldn’t be there, it works. We are not talking about small doses of color woven into the shadows
either. He works with chunks of vibrant colors scattered
throughout his pieces.
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“Honestly the bright colors are my vision of what I see
and are a by-product of working off of photos. Also,
I think that it has something to do with lighting and
reflection although I’ve always used very bright colors
in my artwork,” he said.

Color bonanza

Chad Thomas, a colored pencil and acrylic artist from Ozark, Missouri, poses
with his rendition of Kurt Cobain among his other paintings.

The mostly self-taught artist has a favorite trio of accents that
works for him: lilac, Tuscan red, and indigo blue. In some dose
or another, they are found in most of his paintings. However,
the most used pencil in
his arsenal is Prismacolor’s
metallic gold, which he uses
as a guide and also to blend
(especially with fur).

add dark red or indigo blue on top. For him, this layering of color
is one of the most crucial steps to attain realistic fur.

“I don’t believe that bright
colors really detract from
the realism of a piece. As
long as there is definition,
shading, and light in your
work, the color shouldn’t
effect the realistic aspect of
the artwork,” he said.
Sometimes he will start with
a lighter color, such as lilac,
and then add one or two
more colors on top. Other
times he will use black and
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“Personally for me I like
the color and the pop, but it
can be overdone,” he said.
“When you start feeling overwhelmed by whatever color
choices you have made, it is
an indicator that there is too
much color in the piece.”
He often uses the color in
the background to bring
the subject to the forefront.
Since preference for specific
colors is very subjective and
personal, he advocates keeping clients involved in color
choices as much as possible with frequent updates
to make sure the artwork is
headed in the right direction.
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However, he said most of the time he does not really focus on
color so much as he does the layering and texturing of the subject
matter.

Chad said, “It has been rewarding for me to be able to share my
artwork with people and in turn get to share and learn about
other people’s lives through their pets and loved ones.”

Since most of his subjects are finely detailed, he prefers a simple
gradient or solid color background - even if it is a bright pink it
still acts as a soothing place to rest one’s eyes.

This shows in his painting, each which capture the essence of
its’ subject. To get the character and personality of each subject
down he suggests starting with the eyes: “When I do a portrait,
the first thing I do is the eyes because if they aren’t right the portrait doesn’t work for me.”

Chad started doing dog portraits about six years ago and has
never looked back since. His first portrait was of his dog Jedi.
Now, he primarily focuses on dog and people portraits in colored
pencil and acrylic. From his home in Ozark, Missouri (which he
shares with his wife, son, and three dogs), he works with clients
all over the U.S.

Another thing that helps with capturing personality is to include
something personal of theirs, or quirky things like their tongue
hanging out. He also concentrates on adding their unique markings, strange whiskers, or other interesting details.
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Young at heart
In 2010, Chald illustrated Candy Cane: An Oz Christmas Tale by Roger Baum
(the grandchild of Frank Baum who wrote The Wonderful Wizard of Oz), and
in 2011, he illustrated Oz Odyssey II.
“From a creative standpoint, the Oz universe is an amazing story with evil
witches, talking animals, and where magic abounds,” he said.
His current portraits also combine a childlike wonder with his bright use of
color and subjects in playful, candid poses. There is also a fantasy aspect to
many of his pieces.
He believes children and adults process color differently. “As a child our
minds are more open to new ideas and bright colors,” he said. It is a concept
he hasn’t strayed far from in his work.
It was early in life Chad discovered his passion for art: “I can remember in
3rd grade drawing and making some two-to-three page coloring and activity
books with various subjects (Star Wars, Transformers) and giving them out
to everyone in my class.”
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In high school, Chad took art classes and then fleshed
out his knowledge with a year of community college
classes at Kirkwood Community College in Cedar
Rapids, Iowa, but for the most part he has picked up
his skills along the way.
Although he is not big on how-to books, he likes
Color and Light; A Guide For the Realist Painter by
James Gurney. Some of his other influences are Jeffrey Jones, Charles Santore, and Gustave Dore.
If he had to classify it, he says his work falls under the
figurative genre, but mostly he wants people to see
his artwork as fun - yet detailed and realistic.
Whether or not artists gravitate to a vivid or subdued color palette - or somewhere in between - he
believes, “art is a passionate escape into an endless
world of possibilities,” and advises other artists to
keep in mind “the most important thing is to experiment and have fun.”

www.whiterabbitart.com
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Chad sells his art at whiterabbitart.com and also online at the art
communities Etsy, RedBubble, deviantART, and Society6. You can
learn more tips from him on his blog at
whiterabbitart.wordpress.com.
Melissa LeGates is a freelance writer and retired military journalist
who was a frequent contributor to the Department of Defense and
Air Force News websites. She has been published in Delaware Beach
Life and MotorHome magazine.
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NEW! Just $9.99

Get all the 2012 & 2013
Art Challenge Photos

to use as inspiration for your next
art piece, copyright free!!

• 12 Large 8.5x11 Prints
• FREE Digital
coloredpencilmag.com/store/publications
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